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OFFICE OF EXTRAORDINARY (OEI) INNOVATION'S NEW
VENTURE: INTERNAL CONSULTING

ISSUE

OEI was created to develop and implement ideas to improve mobility in Los Angeles
County. In addition to the two existing tools assigned to OEI to do this, Strategic
Planning and P3s/Unsolicited Proposals, OEI is adding a third tool -- Internal Consulting
to its repertoire. This board box explains this new venture and highlights the internal
consulting efforts already underway.
DISCUSSION

P3/Unsolicited
Proposals

Strategic Plan

Internal
Consulting

OEI incorporated internal consulting into its structure and practice because of the
diversity of issues requiring innovation and multitude of ways that innovation can
manifest within an organization. In its first year, OEI has observed that often innovation
within Metro is already occurring but requires assistance. The purposes of internal
consulting are to be a resource to encourage greater innovation, to lend support to
innovations already being pursued, and to assist in taking on challenges in need of

additional resources. Though every case will be different, this venture will help OEI to
identify opportunities, facilitate closer coordination across departments, and bring facts
to bear using research, best practices and data.
The decisions on where to lend support are based on a variety of factors, and are
informed by trends and themes that often cut across departments. These areas have
come to light through ongoing dialogue between Metro personnel, the private sector
and the industry at large. A summary of existing efforts is below. Though many of these
themes and trends have been realized and even approached via the other two tools
within OEl's purview (P3s and Strategic Planning), this third tool is more flexible, and
thus easier to fit to the specific needs of the agency in varying situations. Innovation
comes in all shapes and sizes, and so internal consulting increases OEl's capacity for
situational leadership and an opportunity to build a culture of innovative thinking
throughout Metro.

Signal preemption on Expo
OEI is working with Operations as well as LADOT and CPUC to explore potential
intersections to pilot signal preemption on the Expo Line in the City of Los Angeles.
Based on our initial analysis, preemption could be introduced at certain intersections
between the Expo Park/USC station and the Expo/Crenshaw station. If preemption
were introduced on this corridor, it could provide a time savings for our customers and
for our operations of about 2-3 minutes each way. This would provide significant
benefits for expanding access, reduced travel time, and operational consistency. Metro
currently uses preemption at all gated crossings and all crossings in Santa Monica on
the Expo Line. Based on an analysis of the use of preemption on other peer light rail
systems, OEI found that the use of preemption is primarily a political and policy
decision of who receives priority (transit or automobiles/pedestrians), but it also carries
costs as a new technological investment. We also identified that there are no clear
safety or regulatory barriers to using preemption.
Next steps: Working with Operations to develop a technical scope and cost-estimate for
piloting preemption on one or two intersections, which we will then discuss with LADOT
and CPUC.

Wi-Fi and cellular on buses and trains
OEI is working with ITS and Operations to define clear plans for installing Wi-Fi and
cellular data on our rolling stock and station platforms. Through our research, we have
determined that Wi-Fi can improve equitable access to mobility options for our
customers, enhance the customer experience, and improve operations through
enabling and leveraging the growing body of smart devices and vehicles. The first
priority for accelerated Wi-Fi investment should likely be our bus fleet, as this
investment will provide the largest operational benefit over fixed route service.
Next steps: Work with various departments within Metro to define the appropriate
budget and funding sources for this effort.
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Sponsorship for bikeshare
OEI is working with the Active Transportation group in the Countywide Planning
Department to assist in the process of seeking a sponsor for our recently launched
Metro Bikeshare program. Finding a sponsor for a brand new type of transportation in
Los Angeles is a challenge and OEI is hoping to be helpful by bringing an array of
national contacts in transportation to the table. We are assisting the Active
Transportation team and their consultant by providing suggestions, contacts, and
strategy suggestions to help secure a sponsor, which ultimately would bring substantial
revenue and help accelerate the implementation of Metro bikeshare throughout the
County.
Next steps: Continue to meet with Active Transportation and their consultant to discuss
potential solutions.
Fare Payment and wayfinding technology integration
OEI is working with TAP on their vision for fare payment system enhancements.
System enhancements will provide the benefits of allowing the growing body of new
mobility options, such as Metro Bikeshare, to seamlessly integrate into our fare
payments system. System enhancements will help Metro significantly expand mobility
options and improve the customer experience.
Next steps: Work with TAP on their plan for moving forward towards an account-based
system with a mobile payment option.
Procurement Innovation
New technology-based products and services that could potentially help Metro to
accomplish its mission are being developed each day. Some of these may require new
types of contracts and partnership-based business models that don't fit neatly into our
standard procurement practices. Some may require demonstrations or pilot phases for
which a full scale procurement may be overly time-consuming, burdensome for the
scope of the demonstration, or too prescriptive, preventing the testing and evaluation of
innovative products or services and creating barriers for new mobility market entrants.
Additionally, evolution of performance-based procurement, rather than work scopes
based on specifications, may offer some opportunities for Metro to procure technologybased products and services than can evolve and improve as underlying technologies
do.
Next steps: Memo to the Vendor/Contract Management Department to suggest new
processes to address these issues and work with V/CM and county counsel to draft
documents that accommodate Pilot programs.
OEI will continue to keep the board apprised of progress on internal consulting
initiatives through its periodic updates.
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